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Traditional TV set losing appeal among children

More details >

Four- to 15-year-olds are shunning the TV set. What are the implications for agencies 
and broadcasters?

OCTOBER 2014

The TV set is rapidly turning into a device for older people as the youth turn to iPads, laptops and smartphones. 
Viewing on TV sets by children and young adults is declining sharply, slumping 22 percentage points between the first 
half of 2010 and the first half of 2014 for four- to 15-year-olds, according to the analyst Claire Enders at last week’s 
Royal Television Society conference. The report is on the UK market but has global implications...

5 charts: The shifting landscape of digital video consumption

More details >

Mobile, we’ve been told by publishers and consumers alike, is the future. But that shift to mobile brings with it 
another trend: a seismic shift in the way video is consumed. As more people have access to their own personal 
viewing devices, they’re using them to consume all content — including video — at an increasing rate. This has not 
escaped the attention of advertisers, who are eager to chase video consumption trends in an effort to reach new 
audiences.
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Generations A: Differences and similarities across the 
Arab generations

More details >

A critical element missing in the discussion of changes in Arab countries is a generational perspective. This survey and 
study allows policymakers and business leaders to take advantage of this valuable generational approach to framing 
social, economic, and employment policy. The Arab region has undergone significant changes in recent decades. These 
events do not affect all age groups uniformly — instead, each new generation is shaped by the socioeconomic 
events that it experiences most directly. 

Social Media in Saudi Arabia: A Virtual Revolution?

More details >

Why social media have a greater impact in the kingdom than elsewhere

TUNE into one of Saudi Arabia’s television channels and you are likely to find a stuffy report praising the 
government or a sheikh spinning a dreary sermon. Little wonder that so many Saudis turn to YouTube and other 
online broadcasters for light relief. That has led to the emergence of new media companies, mainly in the more 
liberal coastal city of Jeddah, dedicated to amusing the kingdom’s growing population.

How demographics and devices are shaping the future 
of mobile commerce

More details >

Mobile commerce is very much here and now. A fifth of all online spend now is now on mobile, accounting for 
around £8bn. That's a huge figure, and it's only going to increase. It's the millennial generation, those aged in their 20s 
and 30s, that has the big mobile spenders. They have grown up with technology and feel utterly at home interacting 
with the world through their mobile device.

Middle East has appetite for high quality news - and 
online video

More details >

There is a strong appetite in the Middle East for high-quality news content and a desire to see trustworthy reporting 
from a range of different perspectives, according to a new survey conducted for the Associated Press (AP).

Entitled "Spring tide: the new era for video news in the Middle East and North Africa," the report reveals a thriving 
market where 97% of consumers regularly discuss news and current affairs in their daily lives.

YouTube in the Middle East (infographic)

More details >

Click on the More details> link below to view or download this fantastic infographic on YouTube production in the 
Middle East.  You’ll discover that 93% of content produced is in Arabic, and the most popular categories are Tech & 
Gaming, News, Music, Comedy, Entertainment, Islamic, Fashion & Makeup and Music. 

30% of political news coming out of Syria is dedicated to a militia or political front. MBC’s The Voice has top 
subscription in the Entertainment category. And, of course, Amr Diab is top in Music. 
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Big Data Transforms Decision-Making for Middle East 
Businesses

More details >

According to Cisco, Middle East businesses are increasingly leveraging the flood of Big Data to transform decision-
making.  By its very nature, network traffic is Big Data. In just one slice of the network—the mobile network—there 
are 6 billion mobile subscriptions in the world, and every day, 10 billion text messages are sent.
With the Middle East and Africa (MEA) projected to post the world’s-fastest mobile data traffic growth rate from 
2013-2018, according to the Cisco® Visual Networking Index Global Mobile Data Traffic Forecast for 2013 to 2018 
it is easy to see how big data can creep up on companies and before they realize it, it can be causing huge expense 
and present new types of risks, complexity and cost.

86% of UAE residents watch television each day. 
World’s highest rate of tv watching!

More details >

Global research consultancy TNS new survey showed that UAE has the highest percentage of people hooked on 
television anywhere on the planet, Emirates 24/7 reported. The paper said that 86% of UAE resident watch 
television each day. 

It reported that Spain was the second highest, followed by Italy, the UK, Australia, Germany and India. The global 
average figure is 75%. Matthew Froggatt, Chief Development Officer at TNS, told the paper: “In a world where multi-
tasking is the norm, the context in which we watch TV is rapidly changing – it isn’t just on the sofa at home with no 
other digital distractions around us. Instead, the growth in screen-stacking and online TV viewing is huge, particularly 
in the Asian markets, driven by a growing demand for content among viewers.”
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